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Abstract—Serious games are a promising tool in different
scenarios, such as education and health; however, there has been
little research reported on their specialized use for older adults.
We created a digital cognitive test – with the characteristics of a
serious game – using Unified Design aiming to reproduce digitally
the results of clinical cognitive evaluation in older people. The
digital cognitive test was submitted to two validation experiments
targeting an older public (n=40) with little experience in dealing
with tablets or smartphones. The first experiment did not show
significant correlation, but from it, we implemented initiatives
to simplify the tests, which brought a positive result regarding
convergence analysis in the second experiment. We concluded
that it is possible to use digital games as cognitive tests adapted
to the needs of older adults to achieve similar results as those of
paper-based cognitive tests.

Index Terms—digital cognitive test, serious games, game ac-
cessibility

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of demographic transition, population ageing,
is developed both in the world and in Brazil [1]. According to
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) [2],
23.34% of the Brazilian population was age 50 and over in
November 2017, in other words, approximately 48.5 million
people. This percentage is likely to increase to 31.2% in 2030,
as reported by the same Institute, and it will grow progres-
sively as the life expectancy rises. Due to better sanitary
conditions and technological advances and health care, the
causes of death migrated mostly from acute and transmissible
causes to a higher prevalence of chronic and noncommunicable
causes worldwide [3]. In Brazil we still face both conditions,
but the epidemiological transition is also present with a high
prevalence of these chronic diseases, such as the geriatric
syndromes [4].

In this context, a great challenge faced by public health care
is the higher prevalence of neurocognitive disorders/dementia.

The present study was supported by the grants 2016/01009-0 and
2017/14952-4, São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP).

According to the Global Dementia Observatory, about 50
million people suffer from dementia and there are almost 10
million new cases per year, six million of them in low- and
middle-income countries [5]. In fact, Brazil has the second
highest age-standardised prevalence of dementia [6], studies
found rates varying between 5.1% [7] and 17.5% [8], being
the point prevalence of dementia and of major neurocognitive
disorder in 2018, 6.2% and 8.1%, respectively [9].

Dementias are a public health issue that raises bioethical
concerns towards ageing: the loss of autonomy of affected
people and the responsibilities of the public health system [10].

Ageing compromises especially the Central Nervous Sys-
tem (CNS), responsible for generate sensations, movements,
psychological functions, and internal biological functions [11].
The integrity of the structure of neurons and neural pathways
enables the CNS to retain information from both the present
and the past, and to develop new concepts. Just as other
biological systems, the CNS has properties that are able to
reduce the effects of ageing, although they cannot always deal
with all the adverse events of this process [11].

Even healthy ageing can cause cognitive alterations that may
be associated with structural brain changes [12]. The most
common alterations occur in the executive functions of the
brain, in the episodic and working memories, in attention, and
in perception [12], [13].

The executive function is a set of integrated abilities that
allows a person to direct behaviours towards objectives, per-
forming voluntary actions. These actions are auto-organized
through an evaluation of their adequacy and efficiency in rela-
tion to the intended objective, which results in a selection of
the most effective strategy, solving immediate and/or medium
and long-term problems [14]. We use the executive function
whenever we need to develop an action plan or when we must
select and arrange a sequence of appropriated answers [15].

The episodic memory is a neurocognitive system that allows
us to remember facts of the past. This type of memory is able
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to perform a “time travel” in which we recall events of our
lives from the past to the present day [16].

The working memory represents a super-fast memory system
(it lasts just a few seconds) that can retain, for example, a
sequence of five to nine digits – long enough to remember a
telephone number and dial it, but fast enough to forget it right
after calling [15].

Attention “is taking possession of the mind, in clear and
vivid form, of one out of what seems several simultaneously
possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentra-
tion of consciousness are of its essence. It implies a withdrawal
from some things in order to deal effectively with others” [17].

Finally, perception is the process in which the brain selects,
organize, and interpret stimuli, translating them into a signif-
icant and coherent image [18].

Cognitive decline may compromise the health of older
adults, consequently causing the loss of functional capacity
and autonomy, which decreases quality of life [19]. Cognition
is a recognized and determinant factor of resilience and
homeostasis in the human body, for the deterioration of the
cognitive function may affect the preventive and therapeutic
interventions [20].

As an alternative to slow down the natural damages to
cognitive function caused by ageing, researches are being
made about the benefic effects of digital games, which can
revolutionize the clinical cognitive evaluation of older people,
allowing these evaluations to be more frequent, accessible, and
pleasant [21].

Therefore, in the present study we developed a cognitive
digital test for older people with cognitive decline, and con-
ducted empirical experiments aiming to answer the following
research question:

Is it possible, through a digital game, targeting older adults,
to have similar results to those of cognitive test batteries,
commonly used by health professionals?

If this is possible, we intend, based on an analysis of the
answers given by a user, to offer indicatives to direct this user
to cognitive training games that exercise specifically his or
her affected cognitive domains, or to dynamically adapt the
mechanics of the games to the necessities of the player.

To answer the research question, we first investigated the
main tools of existent cognitive tests, because they are paper-
based validated tests. Then, we proposed a conversion of the
cognitive test to a digital model, following the structured
process for game design, namely Unified Design [22], thus
prioritizing the usability of the target audience. We empiri-
cally tested the final prototype aiming to evaluate a possible
convergence with the validated paper tests.

The present study contributes to the following areas: human-
computer interaction, gerontology, and health of older people,
enabling an integrated vision that also emphasizes issues
related to the acceptance by older adults of digital games and
their potential benefits, which supports a healthy ageing and
helps developing cognitive tests that are more efficient and

recreational. Our conclusions suggest that it is possible to use
digital games as cognitive tests for older people to achieve
similar results as those of paper-based cognitive tests.

II. DIGITAL COGNITIVE TEST FOR OLDER ADULTS -
CONCEPTS

In this section, we describe the concepts that are relevant to
the present study. The papers we studied, based on published
researches related to those relevant concepts, allowed the
planning and development of a digital cognitive test for older
people that is similar to cognitive test batteries, commonly
used by health professionals.

In this context, we present the topics of serious games and
their benefits; of cognitive evaluation and cognitive domains;
and of a series of techniques to lower the barriers of the digital
games environment, especially those related to the accessibility
of older adults.

A. Serious Games

Many fields of study have approached the subject of games,
such as education [23] and health [24]. From this segment in
which entertainment is a low priority, arose the label “serious
games”.

Usually this expression refers to games that have an explicit
and a carefully thought educative motivation; they are not sup-
posed to be played just for fun or entertainment. Nevertheless,
this interpretation does not mean that serious games are not or
should not be amusing. In fact, they are projected to affect the
target group in more ways than just entertaining [25]–[27], but
the idea is that they can also be creative and pleasant elements.

One of the most important domains in which we can use
serious games is education, for this field of study requires
continuous improvement of techniques and renovation of edu-
cational resources [28]. Another recent initiative employing
serious games is with older adults, which are a group of
potential users who could benefit from playing digital games.
It is possible to use these digital games to reduce the decline
of some aspects of the body and the mind that are inherent in
ageing, such as motor, perceptive, cognitive, and psychosocial
aspects [29].

A research about different clinical situation of older people
[30] revealed that serious games are an important tool to
preserve and develop both social and cognitive skills. In
addition, specialized literature shows that serious games for
older adults may be an option to treat cognitive [31] and motor
[32] impairment, to maintain a positive self-image, and to
cultivate social interactions (improving affection and reducing
solitude) [33].

A promising area to use serious games for older people is
the neuropsychological evaluation, which consists of a detailed
investigation of cognitive, sensorial, motor, emotional, and
social functions to identify any neurological impairment and
to determine preserved areas of the brain [34].

These games may offer other benefits inherent to com-
putational cognitive tests [35], such as improvement of test
standardization; better sources of data about performance (e.g.,
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reaction time, latency, and variability); higher number of eval-
uated domains; greater sensibility; lower cultural bias; higher
consistence among different clinical groups; better quality
control and higher efficiency of data management; lower levels
of stress; and greater sense of control to participants.

We justify our research about using serious games based
on the studies above-listed. Therefore, we investigated the
potential of these games for providing support to cognitive
evaluation of older adults. In the next subsection, we describe
the papers we studied about cognitive evaluation of older
people.

B. Cognitive Evaluation

In global cognitive evaluation, most studies adopt brief
cognitive rating scales, such as the widely used Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) [20]. It presents a score from 0 to
30 and it evaluates temporal and spatial orientation, memory
(fixation and evocation), language, attention, and calculation
[36]. In Brazil, many validation studies to determine the psy-
chometric qualities of the MMSE were performed in different
populations [37], [38].

Other instruments to evaluate the cognitive performance
specially to the Brazilian population that were reported in
literature are the following:

1) List of figures from the Brief Cognitive Screening
Battery (BCSB): it uses images to evaluate memory.
This test has six steps: naming, incidental memory,
verbal fluency, clock drawing test, delayed recall, and
recognition. It is accurate to be used on populations with
a high number of illiterate or semi-illiterate people [39],
[40];

2) Test of digit span (direct and reverse order) from
Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R): it has
seven pairs of numeric sequences, with a different num-
ber of digits. The test is administered in two orders:
direct (sequences of three to nine digits) and reverse
(sequences of two to eight digits) [41], [42]. The test
ends after two wrong consecutive sequences, and we
write the maximum number of correct repeated digits
from each version (direct and reverse order);

3) Clock-drawing test (CDT): it is commonly used to
investigate the impairment of cognitive skills, such as
visuoconstructive and visuospatial perceptions, mental
representation, writing skills, semantic memory, and ex-
ecutive functions. The score is from 0 (totally incorrect
or inexistent clock) to 10 (totally correct). The test is
currently validated for the Brazilian population [43],
[44];

4) Semantic Fluency Test: it evaluates different cognitive
domains such as language, semantic memory, and ex-
ecutive function. The examiner asks the participant to
mention as many animals as possible within a minute.
The evaluation depends on the level of education of the
participant: the minimum required for people with up to
eight years of formal education is nine; for individuals
with more than eight years, it is thirteen [45];

TABLE I
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS SEPARATED BY NEUROCOGNITIVE

DOMAIN.

Learning and memory Motor cognition (visuospatial)
- List of figures from BCSB (1.) - Clock-drawing test (3.)
- List of words from CERAD (5.) - Geometric shapes from CERAD

(6.)

Language Attention
- Semantic Fluency Test (4.) - Direct and reverse digits (2.)
- Language items from
Mini-Mental

Executive function Social cognition
- Semantic Fluency Test (4.) - Emotion Recognition Task (8.)
- Clock-drawing test (3.)
- Subtest of similarities from
CAMDEX (7.)

5) List of words from the CERAD Neuropsychological
Battery: a list of words is presented and the participant
must recall as many words as possible after each pre-
sentation. This procedure is repeated three times. After a
while, the participant will have to remember those words
and recognize them on a list of 20 words [46], [47];

6) Geometric shapes from the CERAD Neuropsycho-
logical Battery: it is a subtest from the CERAD neu-
ropsychological battery [47], in which the patient must
copy four simple geometric shapes [48];

7) Subtest of similarities from CAMDEX: it has four
questions to evaluate the abstraction skills of participants
from similarities between two things or objects, such as
the similarity between an apple and a banana [49];

8) Emotion Recognition Task (ERT): it can be done
using the Penn Emotion Recognition Test, in which
the participant must recognize, through photos of facial
expressions, the following basic emotions: happiness,
sadness, anger, fear, disgust, or no emotion (neutral)
[50].

We summarized the studied tests, separated by neurocog-
nitive domains, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders [51], in Table I.

When we consider the many advantages that older people
can have from using serious games, including the cognitive
evaluation, it is important to lower the barriers of digital
technology. These barriers are the possible aspects related to
cognitive declines that make it difficult for this older public to
interact with dynamic application programs, as it is common
on interactive systems of digital games.

Thus, it is imperative to respect the concept of accessibility
(described below), which is inherent in one of the main quality
attributes of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that is also
related to usability of interactive system.

C. Accessibility in Digital Games

Although there is a growing interest in employing digital
games in different fields of study, many people (including
older adults) cannot use those games due to their special needs,
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such as visual, motor, hearing or cognitive impairment, or
degenerative diseases [52]–[54].

We commonly use the International Classification of Impair-
ments, Disabilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH), from the World
Health Organization’s (WHO) [55], to consider the range of
limitations that may affect accessibility.

This classification encompasses the following impairments:
visual, which is a vision loss that may be partial visibility,
legally blindness, or total blindness; hearing, which refers to
partial or total loss of the hearing ability and may occur in one
or both ears; motor, which is the loss or limitation of muscular
or movement control, or the limitation of mobility; cognitive,
which represents a mental or psychological health problem that
can vary from an impairment developed during childhood, to
Alzheimer disease or senility as a result of ageing.

As the popularity of technology increases, greater are the
efforts to understand the individuals with special needs and to
make this technology accessible to them. For example, there is
an effort on adapting the quality criteria of software towards
accessibility, which contributes to the adoption of practices
and functionalities incorporated to operational systems, such
as screen readers or accessibility shortcuts. The same changes
happened to the Internet in the 1990s, allowing a shift in re-
searches that made the World Wide Web and the technologies
related to it accessible.

A consequence of this shift is the Web Accessibility Ini-
tiative (WAI), which prepared a document, the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), through the Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) process [56], in collaboration with people
and organizations from all over the world [57].

The guidelines of WCAG direct the content production for
the Internet (texts, images, forms, and sounds), making it
accessible to people with different special needs, including
partial or total visual impairment; partial or total hearing
loss; learning difficulties; cognitive limitations; movement
limitations; speech impairment; photosensitivity; and their
combinations [57].

Since the beginning of the Internet, many definitions about
accessibility were presented. A comparative study [58] about
the semantic similarities among them intended to create a
broad definition, which can also be used in the context of
digital games: “all people, particularly disabled and older
people, can use websites in a range of contexts of use,
including mainstream and assistive technologies; to achieve
this, websites need to be designed and developed to support
usability across these contexts”, in which we can replace “web-
sites” for “digital games”. However, the specific characteristics
of accessibility in digital games require guidelines that take
into account their functional, technological, and differential
aspects.

The increasing popularity of digital games will probably
boost the focus on works and researches that promote ac-
cessibility, but there are still few efforts in this area [59].
There are neither official guidelines, nor global standards and
initiatives, nor governmental or legislative propositions that
can be compared to the WCAG in the context of digital games.

Nevertheless, there are two interventions aiming to obtain
this directive collection: the first was published in 2004 and
updated in 2010 by the Special Interest Group (SIG), from
the Independent Game Developers Association (IGDA), and
it proposes 19 accessibility guidelines from an experiment
with 20 games, prioritizing users with visual impairment [22];
the second one, which is based on the 19 directives from
IGDA, was also published in 2004, by the Norwegian company
MediaLT, and it is a collective of 34 accessibility guidelines
[60].

In 2012, there was a collaborative effort between producers,
experts, and scholars to conceive an objective reference for
game developers that would allow the inclusion of as many
people as possible, considering the different needs of every
disabled person, which created the game accessibility guide-
lines [61]. These guidelines are categorized in three sets: basic,
intermediate, and advanced. They contemplate the number of
people who benefit from them, the impact on the lives of those
people, and the cost to implement them [61]. The guidelines
are also divided in subgroups of abilities (and impairments):
motor, cognitive, vision, hearing, and speech.

Fig. 1. Steps of Unified Design for universally accessible games. (From [22])

Among with the establishment of the internationally recog-
nized game accessibility guidelines, there is an improvement
in the quality of games caused by the creation of a structured
process of game design, namely Unified Design [22]. One
of the steps of this Unified Design is to evaluate technical
accessibility, which can verify the use based on the guidelines
and appeal to expert participation and final users in all stages
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of a game development, as we can see in Figure 1.
The Unified Design, as described in [62], allows creating the

game design independent of the technological characteristics
of the development context. This means projecting the game
on an abstract level, which diminishes the references to
interactions, gadgets, and techniques that employ a specific
modality. The resulting design may be specific to a certain
user or group of users (user profile), intending to meet their
particular needs of interaction.

The use of Unified Design in this project was present since
the conception of the games, with the support of experts,
such as researchers and a doctor collaborating and evaluating
the tasks that the elderly should perform, according to the
cognitive domain under analysis, based on traditional cognitive
tests.

The design focused on the elderly audience with mild cog-
nitive decline. The accessibility guidelines1 for this audience,
considered during development, were: offer sound alternatives,
high visibility graphics, color-blind friendly design, accessible
menus, standard text presentation and better in-game tutorials.

III. METHOD

This is a cross-sectional, descriptive, and analytical study
based on a qualitative and quantitative investigation. The
research was performed in the city of São Carlos, in São Paulo
state, Brazil.

To create the cognitive digital test, we used the Unified
Design on the analysis phase, and the Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) Stencyl2 on the development phase. We
chose the IDE because it facilitates the creation of a proto-
type, which makes it ideal for projects of little to moderate
complexity.

We chose a tablet as the final device, for it is a reliable
and efficient tool for older adults to use. Because this group
of people may have psychomotor and visual impairments, this
gadget offers more accessibility to the digital world, which
helps overcoming barriers of psychomotor difficulties [63].

As we aimed to compare brief cognitive rating scales to a
digital test, we developed a prototype of the digital cognitive
test (described in Section IV), which was administered to a
group of 17 older adults. Then, we adapted the prototype and
administered it to another group of 23 older people, different
from the first group.

The criteria for selecting the participants were the following:
older people of both sexes aged 60 and over [64] that had some
experience with tablets or smartphones, for the study intends to
lower the barriers of digital technologies (specifically games)
and the lack of knowledge could affect the results. Addition-
ally, the participants could not be visual or hearing impaired
so that the test could not be performed, and could not have
been diagnosed with psychiatric disorder or dementia.

After the research explanation, we administered the test to
the participants who accepted the invitation to be part of the

1https://igda-gasig.org/about-game-accessibility/ guidelines/
2http://stencyl.com/

TABLE II
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING THE INTERVIEW.

1 What is your name?
2 What is/was your profession?
3 Tell us a story you like. It may be a book you’ve read, a chronicle,

a tale, a play you’ve seen, a movie, etc.
4 When did you read/heard this story?
5 Can you describe the feeling that this story evokes in you?
6 Is/was it a part of your quotidian to tell stories? How?
7 Nowadays, do you follow any story like TV series, books, or

movies, for example? Do you have a favorite category?
8 Name some singers that were central to your life at any age. Do

you still listen to some of them?
9 Do you listen to music nowadays? To which singers?
10 Can you mention an activity you miss that you don’t do anymore?

It can be any activity: swimming, playing soccer, sewing, etc.

study after they signed the Informed Consent Form (ICF). The
experiments were approved by the ethics committee of USP /
FZEA (CAAE 05299218.1.0000.5422).

Both groups were composed by people that are part of the
Tablets and Smartphones Practice Classes, from of the Third
Age in the Open University Project, at USP, inclusion with
weekly lessons. In this course, they learn how to use basic
tools of mobile devices such as apps (e.g. WhatsApp, Face-
book, Google Photos, E-mail) and configuration. Therefore,
the participants were a sample of Brazilian older people that
has some experience with mobile devices and that has shown
interest in learning how to use those gadgets.

We administered the following evaluations to the first group,
respectively: (i) Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE); (ii)
List of figures from the Brief Cognitive Screening Battery
(BCSB); (iii) Test of digit span (direct and reverse order); (iv)
Subtest of similarities from CAMDEX; (v) List of words from
CERAD; (vi) our digital cognitive test; and (vii) an interview
(Table II). Since the cognition is affected by various factors
(e.g. time of the day, fatigue, etc.) [65], we conducted the
digital cognitive tests shortly after the other tests. All of these
tasks together took approximately two hours.

Based on the interviews, we characterized the sample in
relation to preferences and personal tastes. After the tests
and the interview, all participants from the first experiment
answered a User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ), which
evaluates the feelings, impressions, and attitudes of the user
when interacting with an interface, so we could quantify and
analyze the user experience in relation to this interface.

The UEQ comprises scales that evaluate the attractiveness,
perspicuity, dependability, efficiency, novelty, and stimulation
that an interface can offer users. Attractiveness evaluates if
aesthetics and design are able to attract the user; perspicuity,
if the interface is easy to comprehend and learn about; de-
pendability evaluates if the interface is predictable and secure;
efficiency, if the interface is fast and organized; novelty, if the
interface is creative and innovative; and stimulation evaluates
if the interface is interesting and keeps the user interested.

The scales can be grouped in pragmatic quality (perspicuity,
efficiency, and dependability), related to quality aspects of
the task, and hedonic quality (efficiency and novelty), quality
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aspects not related to the task [66].
The correlation between the paper-based and the digital tests

was analyzed using the Spearman Correlation, from a statistic
analysis, using the IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0. The significance
level considered was p<0.05.

Elderly interaction data is stored in a JSON file on the
device itself. At the end of the study with the elderly, we sent
the file by the interpreter: http://pipe.aptor.software, developed
especially for the digital cognitive test and analyzed the time
spent on each task, the hits, errors, and other measures cited
in Table IV.

IV. DIGITAL COGNITIVE TEST PROTOTYPE

We considered usability and accessibility from the begin-
ning of the present study in order to identify and project the
most appropriated interface for older people.

We used the Unified Design and we studied different re-
searches about the best way to evaluate accessibility in digital
games, especially when related to older adults. In these studies
[67], [68], we describe how the usability study, based on
different heuristics and with the participation of older people,
provided measures to improve the interface and interactive
functions of the digital cognitive test described here.

Design focused on the elderly audience with even a slight
cognitive decline. The main accessibility guidelines for digital
games considered for this audience from the set of guidelines
seen in the 61, during development, are highlighted in Table
III.

With respect to the defined guidelines [69], given the previ-
ously defined end user features: (a) offers sound alternatives,
(b) high visibility graphics, (c) design color-blind friendly, (d)
access menus, (e) standard presentation menus, (f) standard
text presentation, and (g) best tutorials in the game.

An example of a decision made during the development
process (besides the observation of the accessibility guidelines
listed in Section II-C) is the choice of a color palette that
could include color-blind people, specifically those that have
Tritanopia, Protanopia, or Deuteranopia. We used the Color
Oracle tool to simulate these three visual impairments, and
then we eliminated the colors that in one or more cases were
too similar to each other, which made them almost identical.
Additionally, we were careful to create the assets of the game,
for feedbacks and goals cannot count only on color to be
distinguishable; therefore, we also used sounds and shapes.

In the battery of cognitive tests, nine aspects were inves-
tigated: 01 – Visual Perception, and Incidental and Short-
Term Memory; 02 – Praxis; 03 – Abstraction; 04 – Visual
Perception, and Incidental and Short-Term Memory; 05 – Test
of digit span (direct order); 06 – Test of digit span (reverse
order); 07 – Attention; 08 – Semantic Fluency Test; and 09
– Facial Recognition. These aspects were studied to verify a
possible correlation with paper-based tests intending to convert
those tests into digital games without any significant alteration
in the context.

Therefore, we defined how we would contrast the interaction
elements of both tests (paper-based original versus digital

TABLE III
GAME ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES (GAG) USED

General
Offer a wide choice of difficulty levels
Include some people with impairments amongst play-testing participants

Motor
Allow controls to be remapped / reconfigured
Ensure controls are as simple as possible, or provide a simpler alternative
Ensure interactive elements / virtual controls are large and well spaced,
particularly on small or touch screens
Make interactive elements that require accuracy (eg. cursor/touch con-
trolled menu options) stationary
Ensure that multiple simultaneous actions (eg. click/drag or swipe) are not
required, and included only as a supplementary / alternative input method
Avoid repeated inputs (button-mashing/quick time events)

Cognitive
Allow the game to be started without the need to navigate through multiple
levels of menus
Use an easily readable default font size
Use simple clear language
Use simple clear text formatting
Include tutorials
Allow players to progress through text prompts at their own pace
Avoid flickering images and repetitive patterns
Include contextual in-game help/guidance/tips
Indicate / allow reminder of current objectives during gameplay
Indicate / allow reminder of controls during gameplay
Employ a simple, clear narrative structure
Ensure no essential information (especially instructions) is conveyed by
text alone, reinforce with visuals and/or speech
Avoid any sudden unexpected movement or events

Vision
Ensure no essential information is conveyed by a colour alone
Use an easily readable default font size
Use simple clear text formatting
Provide high contrast between text/UI and background
Ensure interactive elements / virtual controls are large and well spaced,
particularly on small or touch screens
Avoid placing essential temporary information outside the player’s eye-
line

Hearing
Ensure no essential information is conveyed by sounds alone
If any subtitles / captions are used, present them in a clear, easy to read
way
Provide subtitles for supplementary speech
Ensure subtitles/captions are or can be turned on before any sound is
played

model), as seen in Tables IV and V. All original tests, listed
here and digitally adapted to address exercise tasks of the same
cognitive domain, were based on the instruments mentioned in
Section II and were chosen considering the recommendations
of the Brazilian Academy of Neurology [70], to cover most of
the neurocognitive domains listed in Table I, are in portuguese
language, since they are commonly used and validated in
Brazil.

It is noteworthy that the adaptations were made prioritizing
the cognitive domain and not exactly the test task on which
they were based, since the objective was not to copy the tests
fully to the digital environment, because in some cases, the
computational analysis would be difficult, compared to other
possible variations that could provide the same result. Another
justification for the care of not transposing them directly to the
digital environment is the fact that no licenses were found that
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would allow the pure use of traditional batteries.
An example of computational difficulty avoided in this

validation phase refers to speech recognition for the tran-
scription of spoken language automatically. Such functionality
culminates in a vast field of research to be explored when
considering the Portuguese language and the elderly user as a
context of application.

In addition to the computational difficulty involved, the use
of speech recognition is limited by the accessibility guidelines
[61], as it is represented as an alternative, non-mandatory
input method, and a small monosyllabic vocabulary should
be prioritized.

Fig. 2. Print screen of an incorrect answer of a sequence of numbers.

To each test, measures were obtained (assigned to variables)
as seen in Tables IV and V. These measures were collected
during the interaction process of the participant and were
used in the final phase of the convergence analysis (with the
paper-based tests). The main objective of these variables is
to represent the result of each test and to allow running the
computational analysis – without human perception, to inhibit
bias of the researcher.

A video demonstrating the execution of the digital cognitive
tes can be seen at: http://leandroagt.com.br/video.mp4.

V. EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENT

In the first experiment, (Subsection V-A), we considered all
nine tests described in Tables IV and V. We then decided
to reduce the number of tests on the second experiment
(Subsection V-B) because of the time needed to complete all
of them (around two hours) - time including traditional tests,
together with digital and UEQ respectively -, the feedback of
participants, and the possible interferences of fatigue on the
results.

A. The First Experiment

We evaluated 17 subjects, predominantly women (76.5%).
Their median age was of 70.12 years and their average
education level was of 14.23 years (47.1% had a college
degree). Most of the participants were retired (82.2%) and
married (58.8%).

TABLE IV
CORRELATED ELEMENTS BETWEEN PAPER-BASED TEST AND DIGITAL

MODEL.

01 - Visual Perception, and Incidental and Short-Term Memory
Original I will tell you the name of three objects and when I finish,

I will ask you to repeat them, in any order. Save them later
I’ll ask again: Tree, Table, Dog.

Digital The tablet screen, in landscape orientation, exhibits a 5x5
matrix with 8 blue squares, randomly distributed. The user
has 10 seconds to memorize the disposal of the squares
and cannot skip this image. Then, the user must fill an
empty 5x5 matrix with the same disposal. Touching an
empty space transforms it into a square; touching a square
removes it. The participant has 30 seconds to complete the
task. The task is repeated another two times. Considered
measures: number of correct and wrong answers from eight
possibilities, which results in a score as a percentage of the
right answers.

02 - Praxis
Original The participant must draw four geometric shapes.
Digital The tablet screen, in landscape orientation, exhibits an

image in shades of grey on the right. On the left, the user
has a series of pieces to move and put together in order to
assemble the image. To move a piece, the user must touch
it and drag it. To complete the task, the participant must
select CONFIRM. Then, the user must do this task another
two times, with different images. The pieces are the same
as in Tangram [71].

03 - Abstraction
Original I will name two things and I would like you to tell me how

these two things are similar, what they have in common.
For example, a dog and a monkey are similar because they
are both animals.

Digital The tablet screen exhibits four images: three are related
(e.g., three fruits) and one is not. The user must touch only
the figure that is not related to the others. Selecting an
object starts a new sequence. The task is repeated three
times. Considered measures: the right answers. The score
is 100 when the correct image was selected, and 0 if it was
a wrong one.

04 - Visual Perception, and Incidental and Short-Term Memory
Original After some time, I’ll ask what were the three objects spoken

in 01.
Digital Another empty 5x5 matrix is presented to the user, who

must fill it with the same disposal of task 01. The par-
ticipant has 30 seconds to complete the task. Considered
measures: number of correct and wrong answers from eight
possibilities, which results in a score as a percentage of the
right answers.

05 - Test of digit span (direct order)
Original I will read some numerical sequences and I want you to

repeat the numbers of each sequence in the same order.
Digital The tablet screen, in landscape orientation, exhibits three

random digits (Fig. 2), which cannot be the same. Each
number is shown for one second, then a new image appears:
three empty boxes on the superior part of the screen, and
bellow them, a reduced virtual keyboard that has digits
from 0 to 9 and a backspace button. The user must select
the numbers in the same sequence that was shown before.
When the third digit is inserted on the last box, another
sequence of 3 digits is presented. Another digit is added
every two sequences. The tasks ends when the user gets
wrong two consecutives sequences with the same amount of
digits. If the user does not mistake any digit, the sequences
raise until they reach 9 digits. Considered measures: the
highest number of direct sequences correctly typed.

06 - Test of digit span (reverse order)
Original I will read some numerical sequences and I want you to

repeat the numbers of each sequence in the reverse order.
Digital It is the same as in 05 - Test of digit span (direct order),

but the numbers must be memorized and inserted on the
reverse order. Considered measures: the highest number
of reverse sequences correctly typed.
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TABLE V
CORRELATED ELEMENTS BETWEEN PAPER-BASED TEST AND DIGITAL

MODEL (CONT.)

07 - Attention Test
Original Using a pencil, connect all numbers in the correct order,

from 1 to 9.
Digital The user must connect numbers from 1 to 9. When a

number is touched, the position of the others changes. After
touching all of them, the task ends. Considered measures:
number of right sequences and time taken to do the test.

08 - Semantic Fluency Test
Original ”You must say aloud all the animals (any animal) that you

can remember in the shortest possible time”. Note down the
number of animals the patient remembered in one minute.

Digital A limited digital keyboard is presented to the user, who
has to write all the names of animals he or she can recall.
Every time the user writes a name, he or she must select
CONFIRM to be able to write another name. The task ends
automatically after one minute or if the user selects EXIT.
Considered measures: number of correct names.

09 - Facial Recognition
Original Photos selected from the series of Ekman and Friesen

that represent six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, fear,
surprise, anger, and disgust) will be used. Four pictures of
four different actors represent each emotion: two of each
at an intensity of 30%, and the other two, of 70%. There
are also two pictures of neutral faces, totalizing 26 photos
presented randomly. The seven possible answers are printed
and disposed on a circular shape so the participant can
chose one of the options.

Digital The tablet shows a picture of an emotion in the center of
the screen. Around it, there are seven possible answers to
name that emotion. The player’s answer is submitted right
after the participant touched one of the options, which ends
the task for that photo and starts a task for another one,
until the user classifies 12 pictures. Considered measures:
selected answer representing the name of the emotion.

B. The Second Experiment

In the second experiment, we considered only two of the
first tests: 01 – Visual Perception, and Incidental and Short-
Term Memory; and 02 – Praxis. However, on test 01, the
explanation was improved and, on 02, instead of repeating
the same task three times, they did it only once.

We also developed a third digital test (Fig. 3) based on the
Revised Beta Examination – Third Edition (Beta-III). They
were chosen because their digital representation is easy and
requires little adaptation, aiming to influence less possible
results, since the aim here is to verify the convergence of the
digital tests with the paper based ones, which are mutually
validated.

Beta-III is a nonverbal assessment of intellectual abilities
used as an instrument to estimate the level of intelligence
of adults or children of several education levels. This test
aims to evaluate the abstraction skills, the ability to solve new
problems, and the speed of thought. The Brazilian adaptation
of this test was performed only in two subtests: Codes,
and Matrix Reasoning [72]. The Matrix Reasoning Subtest
was selected for the presented study and it evaluates visual
information processing and abstract reasoning.

To measure the attention of individuals, we selected the Trail
Making Test (TMT), created by Partington, in 1938, as a tool

to evaluate divided attention [73]. We adapted the TMT to a
digital format (Figure 4).

In the second experiment, we evaluated another 23 subjects;
78.26% were women and 22.74%, men. Their median age was
of 68.56 years. Most of the participants were retired (65.21%)
and married (52.17%) or widowed (26.08%), and their average
education level was of 9 years (21.74% had a college degree).

Fig. 3. Test based on Beta-III.

Fig. 4. Test based on Trail Making Test (TMT).

VI. RESULTS

After submitting the participants to all tests in both ex-
periments, the data were collected, tabulated, and analyzed.
We intended to identify a possible convergence to answer the
research question (Section I).

From the impressions we had after the first experiment,
we adapted the digital game to reduce the time needed to
administer it and to offer more aligned tests to the paper-based
ones, mirroring them in a digital context.

A. Results of the First Experiment

Based on the feedback of the users on the UEQ after the
first experiment, we observed that the best evaluated scales for
the digital test were those related to attractiveness, efficiency,
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and stimulation. On the other hand, perspicuity, dependability,
and novelty had lower scores (Figure 5).

When analyzing the group according to pragmatic quality,
hedonic quality, and attractiveness, we noticed that only at-
tractiveness had a better score, whereas the other groups were
just a little bit above the average (Figure 6).

Although our research was composed by subjects that had
previous experience using mobile devices, had a medium to
high level of education, and had a satisfactory user experience
in digital tests, we did not observe a strong correlation between
validated tests and digital tests in the first experiment (Figure
7). Only 6 out of 88 values on Figure 7 (6.81% – highlighted
on the figure) showed any correlation (r > 0.5 e p < 0.05).

Fig. 5. UEQ Scale Results.

Fig. 6. TUEQ group results.

One of the reasons for the lack of convergence was the
expectation of success or failure that the participants felt
during evaluation. According to one study [74] that analyzed
the motivations of older people in using digital games, this
expectation happens and must be carefully considered. It
comes from anxiety and it can jeopardize their performance
during game even more than cognitive impairments [74].
During the data collection process, we observed this anxiety
many times when the participants expressed themselves: “I
wonder if I got it right”; “Am I doing good in the game?”;

“Did I win?”; “I think I can’t make it, I’m not as I used to
be.”

As in the attention test, in the digital cognitive test, all the
respondents had good results and the like, this neurocognitive
domain was disregarded in comparison with the batteries of
cognitive tests.

Fig. 7. Statistic convergence analysis of the first experiment.

Another study [75], with 39 older people that aimed to
analyze their feelings towards using the game platform “Via-
jando pelo mundo” (“Traveling around the world”), identified
that positive feelings were more evidenced than the negative.
However, the study observed that negative feelings are directly
related to the game difficulty level; also, these feelings show up
more frequently when the game being played demands more
interaction, such as puzzles in which they need to move and
put together the pieces of an image.

In the same study, researchers observed that the participants
experienced negative feelings when playing a game based on
Tangram, in which older adults needed to touch and drag
geometric shapes to assemble an image. The participants [75]
voiced their feelings many times, showing confusion and
irritation: “Won’t this piece turn?”; “But this doesn’t have
the same color”; “Can’t I skip this one?”

The study [75] used an extensive protocol of cognitive tests
commonly administered. As expected, there was a correlation
between them, since they are battery of assessments already
validated in many academic research. The researchers also
administered a cognitive digital test to verify its possible
correlation with validated protocols, but the anxiety and the
negative feelings caused by using digital games that demand
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more interaction (and consequently let the users more tired at
the end) might have interfered with the performance of the
participants.

B. Results of the Second Experiment

We conducted a second experiment aiming to achieve a
significant convergence. One of the initiatives taken for this
was to reduce the time spent to complete the battery’ tests,
decreasing the number of tests and choosing tests that required
less adaptation when transposed digitally. These objectives are
both results of our observations of the first experiment, which
lasted a long time (1-2 hours) and had too many adaptations
in comparison with validated tests.

In this second experiment, we did not apply an UEQ, as
we wanted to make evaluations shorter and less exhausting.
Therefore, the results of this experiment are shown in Figure
8 and we are able to compare them to those of the first
experiment.

There was a significant convergence of results from the 23
participants of the digital test and the batteries of paper-based
tests. This suggests that it is possible to use digital games to
achieve similar results of those of validated tests commonly
used by health professionals. This correlation (r > 0.5 e p <
0.05) can be seen in 20 out of 55 values in Figure 8 (36.36%
– highlighted on the figure).

VII. DISCUSSION

The Brazilian population of “digitally included” older adults
is composed of people aged 50 to 65 years that probably were
introduced to digital technologies on their work environments
or were personally interested in knowing more about it.
This generation of people (known as baby boomers) values
autonomy and is highly preoccupied with life quality.

The results presented in the present study allow us to see
this group as potential users of digital games, not only because
those games are entertaining, but also because of their healthy
bias.

We consider that it was fundamental, during the definition of
experiments, to observe the characteristics of the participants
and to create the prototypes following a development process.
It was important because we used the process of Unified
Design and incorporated the evaluation of usability and ac-
cessibility that our target audience demands. In fact, working
with the several different changes that affect the human body
during the ageing process is a challenge. Therefore, the project
of interfaces and interactions in digital games must consider
the necessities of users with cognitive or physical impairment,
for this is a heterogeneous group that has different levels of
needs.

We observed, during the present study, that digital games
that demand a rigid and generalized application of accessi-
bility criteria might make the experience not viable for some
users. Hence, we must identify the target audience profile to
comprehend which is the best dynamic adaptation mechanism
of gameplay, so we can offer a game with the most adapted
presentation possible.

Fig. 8. Statistic convergence analysis of the second experiment.

From the interaction of the player with the game, we
may consider a personalized adaptation of the interface, for
example, of functions depending on time (performance). We
believe that the cognitive test, which aims to recognize the
characteristics of the evaluated user, is a technological tool
that can direct this user to a productive experience that is
connected to his or her real needs.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Serious games are a relevant instrument with various ap-
plications, such as supporting activities in health field. Some
of the main benefits of the digital model compared to the
traditional paper model are: (a) substantial increase in the
possibility of testing variation, and thus the opportunity for
continuous, bias-free interventions represented by repeating
the same task, (b) storage on digital media or computer net-
works, facilitating retrieval and analysis, (c) data collection at
interaction time without the bias of the evaluator, (d) increase
of the collected data variables, contributing to evaluation
results that are more sensitive to small variations and (e)
possibility of self-administered tests, promoting a low cost
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of application, since it does not have to travel to specialized
laboratories.

In the present study, we investigated the use of serious
games as a tool for cognitive evaluation of older people in
Brazil. In fact, digital technologies are a reality today and
many older adults have already been introduced to the digital
world in their familiar or working environment.

Therefore, it seems natural to connect the potential of
serious games to the needs of society, for the population is
rapidly growing. In this context, our research shows that it is
possible to achieve similar results to those of validated paper-
based cognitive tests using a digital game adapted to the needs
of the older person.

In future works, we will analyze the data from the interviews
of both experiments (Table II), which identified the habits
of participants. This analysis will allow us to consider and
offer a directed narrative to this community in future cognitive
training games we aim to develop. Thus, we intend to person-
alize these future games according to the results of the digital
cognitive test that was administered to the user previously.
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